Only select cell types in an organ display neoplasia when targeted oncogenically. How developmental lineage hierarchies of these cells prefigure their neoplastic propensities is not yet well-understood. Here we show that neoplastic Drosophila epithelial cells reverse their developmental commitments and switch to primitive cell states. In a context of alleviated tissue surveillance, for example, loss of Lethal giant larvae (Lgl) tumor suppressor in the wing primordium induced epithelial neoplasia in its Homothorax (Hth)-expressing proximal domain. Transcriptional profile of proximally transformed mosaic wing epithelium and functional tests revealed tumor cooperation by multiple signaling pathways. In contrast, lgl − clones in the Vestigial (Vg)-expressing distal wing epithelium were eliminated by cell death. Distal lgl − clones, however, could transform when both tissue surveillance and cell death were compromised genetically and, alternatively, when the transcription cofactor of Hippo signaling pathway, Yorkie (Yki), was activated, or when Ras/EGFR signaling was up-regulated. Furthermore, transforming distal lgl − clones displayed loss of Vg, suggesting reversal of their terminal cell fate commitment. In contrast, reinforcing a distal (wing) cell fate commitment in lgl − clones by gaining Vg arrested their neoplasia and induced cell death. We also show that neoplasia in both distal and proximal lgl − clones could progress in the absence of Hth, revealing Hth-independent wing epithelial neoplasia. Likewise, neoplasia in the eye primordium resulted in loss of Elav, a retinal cell marker; these, however, switched to an Hth-dependent primitive cell state. These results suggest a general characteristic of "cells-of-origin" in epithelial cancers, namely their propensity for switch to primitive cell states.
Only select cell types in an organ display neoplasia when targeted oncogenically. How developmental lineage hierarchies of these cells prefigure their neoplastic propensities is not yet well-understood. Here we show that neoplastic Drosophila epithelial cells reverse their developmental commitments and switch to primitive cell states. In a context of alleviated tissue surveillance, for example, loss of Lethal giant larvae (Lgl) tumor suppressor in the wing primordium induced epithelial neoplasia in its Homothorax (Hth)-expressing proximal domain. Transcriptional profile of proximally transformed mosaic wing epithelium and functional tests revealed tumor cooperation by multiple signaling pathways. In contrast, lgl − clones in the Vestigial (Vg)-expressing distal wing epithelium were eliminated by cell death. Distal lgl − clones, however, could transform when both tissue surveillance and cell death were compromised genetically and, alternatively, when the transcription cofactor of Hippo signaling pathway, Yorkie (Yki), was activated, or when Ras/EGFR signaling was up-regulated. Furthermore, transforming distal lgl − clones displayed loss of Vg, suggesting reversal of their terminal cell fate commitment. In contrast, reinforcing a distal (wing) cell fate commitment in lgl − clones by gaining Vg arrested their neoplasia and induced cell death. We also show that neoplasia in both distal and proximal lgl − clones could progress in the absence of Hth, revealing Hth-independent wing epithelial neoplasia. Likewise, neoplasia in the eye primordium resulted in loss of Elav, a retinal cell marker; these, however, switched to an Hth-dependent primitive cell state. These results suggest a general characteristic of "cells-of-origin" in epithelial cancers, namely their propensity for switch to primitive cell states.
I
t is now well-recognized that only specific cell types in a given developmental hierarchy transform neoplastically when targeted by oncogenic lesions. For example, in mice, upon loss of the APC tumor suppressor, only intestinal crypt stem cells display neoplastic transformation while the transit amplifying cells, which are derived from these crypt stem cells, do not (1) . Identification of cancer cells of origin is immensely important because biology of an oncogenically targeted cell is likely to provide clues to cancer pathogenesis (reviewed in ref. 2) . It is conceivable that ontogeny, meaning developmental history, plays a crucial role in determining neoplastic propensity of oncogenically targeted cells. However, why different cell types of an organ display distinct neoplastic propensities have not yet been answered. Links between ontogeny and oncogeny (neoplasia) could be interrogated in genetically tractable organisms like the fruit fly, Drosophila, which carries a set of highly conserved tumor suppressor genes and display neoplastic growth when mutated (3) .
Choice of a model organ to uncover the links between ontogeny and oncogeny is guided by a clarity in our understanding of lineage hierarchy among its different cell types. Epithelial primordia of Drosophila adult organ, the so-called "imaginal discs," are particularly suitable in this respect. The wing imaginal disc, for example, is a composite organ primordium that gives rise to notum (dorsal thorax) and hinge of the adult wing from its proximal domain whereas the wing blade proper is derived from its distal (pouch) domain ( Fig. 1 A-C) . Distal (wing) cell fate is specified by the Vestigial (Vg) field selector (4) whereas EGFR signaling (5) and activities of the Teashirt (Tsh) field selector and a homeo-domain transcription factor, Homothorax (Hth) (6, 7) , specify proximal cell fate. At early second-larval instar stage-that is, before its proximal-distal lineage separation-the wing primordium displays ubiquitous Hth expression (6, 7) . During late-second and earlythird instar larval stages, a signaling axis set up by expression of Notch (N) and its target Wingless (Wg) specify wing cell fate by activating Vg (4) and repressing Hth at the presumptive distal tip of the wing primordium (7) . Subsequently, combined activities of Wg and Vg in the distal domain create short-range feed-forward signals in collaboration with Yorkie (Yki) (8) , the transcription cofactor of the Hippo signaling pathway (reviewed in ref. 9) , thereby recruiting neighboring proximal cells into an expanding distal (wing) field; the distal wing is thus carved out of a Hth-expressing ground state. It has also been seen that when wing cell fate is not specified, for example in the absence of distal Wg signaling, presumptive distal domain assumes a proximal cell state and displays a duplicated proximal element: the notum (10) . Furthermore, it has also been seen that proximal domain of the wing primordium can regenerate surgically ablated distal elements; however, a vice versa-type event does not take place (reviewed in ref. 11). These findings mirror progressive restriction of developmental Significance Not all cell types in a lineage hierarchy succumb to cancer in the face of an oncogenic lesion. What turns only select cells within an organ into "cells-of-origin" in cancer is an enduring riddle of cancer biology. Here we show that in epithelial primordia of adult wings and eyes of Drosophila, oncogenically mutated cells lose their developmental commitments and, instead, switch to a primitive or progenitor-like cell state. Switch-to-a-primitive-cell-state could thus be a prevalent mechanism of epithelial carcinogenesis and, possibly, an essential characteristic of cancer cells-of-origin.
capacities in the proximal-distal lineage hierarchy of the wing primordia.
The eye imaginal disc of third-instar larva presents yet another model organ primordium, where cells of a developmental hierarchy representing distinct stages of retinal development are seen in spatially discrete domains (12) . These organ primordia (wing and eye) therefore offer the advantage of spatial resolution of cells with distinct developmental capacities. Furthermore, in these epithelial primordia, cross-talks between a primary tumor (mutant cell) and its tissue microenvironment, namely the neighboring nontransformed cells, could be studied as well. A number of contact-dependent intercellular tissue microenvironmental surveillance (reviewed in refs. 13 and 14) mechanisms (subsequently referred to as tissue surveillance) has been suggested to restrain run away tumor growth in mammalian models. In Drosophila imaginal epithelia as well, tissue surveillance mechanisms, such as cell competition (15) (16) (17) (18) and intrinsic tumor suppression (19) , have been implicated in elimination of neoplastic mutant clones.
Here we have examined mutant somatic clones of a highly conserved tumor suppressor gene, lethal giant larvae (lgl), in the primordia of adult wings and eyes. Our results reveal that cell survival upon escape from tissue surveillance and gain of cooperative signaling pathways (or transcription factors) propel lgl − clones in both these organ primordia to lose their terminal cell fate commitments resulting in their switch to primitive cell states during the course of their tumor progression. In contrast, imposing a terminal cell fate commitment by gain of a field (wing) selector like Vg, for example, arrests neoplastic transformation of lgl − clones in the wing primordium and induces their large-scale cell death. Given the conservation of fundamental developmental and disease mechanisms, a ground rule of "switch-to-a-primitivecell-state" seen during epithelial neoplasia in Drosophila is therefore likely to be of wider relevance in our understanding of cancer cells of origin and their pathogenesis. (15) (16) (17) (18) through successive days of their clonal growth (Fig. S1C) . However, despite growth and survival upon escape from cell competitionmediated elimination, these lgl − (henceforth depicted as lgl − M + ) clones displayed neoplastic transformation in only the proximal domain (Fig. 1D) . Neoplastic transformation of these lgl − clones is accompanied by: (i) loss of apico-basal polarity as assayed by mislocalization of either the actin cytoskeleton (18, 21) (Fig. 1D) or apical/lateral membrane markers, such as Discs Lost, Dlt (Fig. S1D ) and, subsequently, (ii) by their invasive transformation, marked by breakdown of their basement membrane (Fig. 1E) . Proximal-distal identity of these lgl − M + clones could be readily ascertained by their characteristic epithelial folds (Fig. 1D) or by marking the proximal domain with Hth ( Fig. S1E) (6, 7) . However, despite a permissive tissue microenvironmental context, distal lgl − M + clones were eliminated from the mosaic disc epithelium, after an initial period of survival, because of cell death (blue star in Fig. 1F ), and were basally extruded from the wing epithelium ( Fig. 1 F′-F′′) . In contrast, neoplasia in their proximal counterparts continued unabated (yellow stars in Fig. 1 F-F′′) ; bulk of the neoplastically transformed lgl − clones in mosaic wing imaginal discs therefore is of proximal origin (Fig. 1G) . We also noted that basal extrusion of lgl − clones and their cell death could not be arrested by expressing a baculovirus inhibitor of apoptosis, namely p35 (22) (lgl − UAS-p35 clones in Fig. S1H ). Furthermore, distally extruded lgl − clones also did not delaminate as revealed by their intact basement membrane (Fig. S1G ). In these respects, extrusion of distal lgl − clones seen here is distinct from mutant clones displaying genomic instability, which often delaminate and turn neoplastic when rescued from cell death by a gain of p35 (23) .
Results

lgl
Finally, because tissue surveillance-mediated elimination of disadvantaged cells invokes apoptosis, we further argued that a genetic compromise of cell death could rescue lgl − clones from tissue surveillance as well. Heterozygosity for a deficiency, Df(3L) H99 (H99/+, in brief), which deletes three closely linked proapoptotic genes-namely, hid, grim, and reaper (24)-is known to compromise cell death. We found that lgl − clones generated in a H99/+ genetic background displayed distal survival and proximal transformation (day 5, (Fig. S1F) . Taken together, these results reveal that neoplastic propensity of lgl − clones is linked to their proximal-distal lineage hierarchy, distal being more resistant (Fig. 1I ).
Multiple Signaling Pathways Can Cooperate for Proximal Neoplasia.
Neoplastic transformation of somatic clones mutant for a given Drosophila tumor suppressor gene could be triggered by gain of cooperating signaling pathways (25, 26) . Selective neoplastic transformations of lgl − clones in the proximal wing primordium imply activation of such cooperating signaling pathways in this spatial domain. To obtain an unbiased view of these misregulated cellular signaling pathways, we performed genome-wide transcriptional profiling of mosaic wing primordia carrying proximally transformed lgl Fig. S1 ) and compared them with that of control mosaic wing discs that carried M + clones, also generated in an M − /M + surrounding (Fig. S1I) . Thus, control and test mosaic discs differed primarily in terms of their clonal genotypes, surrounding cells being identical. We noticed twofold up-or down-regulation of 356 genes in test samples compared with control or baseline samples (P ≤ 0.05) (Fig. S1J ), besides tight correspondence among the biological replicates (Fig. S1K ). Heat-maps of genesets of different signaling pathways also displayed broad agreements among their respective replicates ( Fig. S1 L-O) . However, to assess the status of different signaling pathways in these mosaic wing imaginal discs, we went beyond the fold-changes of individual genes and, instead, took a pathway centric approach using gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (27) , a statistical tool that uses an a priori-defined set of genes, to ascertain if these gene-sets are enriched in one biological state as compared with another. We noted enrichment (P<0.05) of several signaling pathways, suggesting their misregulation in proximally transformed lgl − clones; these include Hippo, Wnt/Wg, TGF-β, and EGFR pathways ( Fig. 2 A-D) . Quantitative PCR of representative members of individual signaling pathways correlated with their transcriptional status in the microarrays (Fig. 2 A, ii (Fig. 2F) .
To test if these signaling pathways enriched in transcriptional profiles of mosaic discs are functionally relevant for lgl neoplasia, we misregulated these signaling pathways, one at at a time, in lgl − clones induced in a wild-type genetic background and asked if these would now override their elimination by tissue surveillance (see Fig. S1B ). We misregulated Hippo signaling in lgl − clones by inducing loss of Fat (Ft), a receptor of Hippo signaling; loss of Ft triggers nuclear translocation of Yki, resulting in activation of its target genes (reviewed in ref. 9). We noticed overproliferation and neoplastic transformation of lgl − ft − double-mutant clones in the proximal domain but distally these were eliminated ( Fig. 2A, iii) . Similarly, gain of Wg signaling in lgl − clones induced by overexpression of Disheveled (Dsh), a down-stream transducer of Wg signaling (30) , resulted in proximal neoplasia in lgl − UAS-dsh clones, but distally these were eliminated by cell death (Fig. 2B , iii). Proximal neoplasia of lgl − clones were also noted following gain of TGF-β or EGFR signaling pathways by expressing their respective activated receptors, namely Thick-veins (Tkv (Fig. 2D , iii) but distally these were eliminated. Of note, individual misregulations of these signaling pathways, however, do not transform wing epithelial cells ( Fig. S1 P 
-S).
Together, these results thus reveal that lgl-induced neoplasia in proximal domain of wing imaginal disc could be driven by misregulation of signaling pathways that are seen to be perturbed in transcriptional profiles of mosaic discs. In light of the above results, it thus appeared surprising that misregulation of most signaling pathways, particularly Hippo, which promotes growth and cell competition (9, 31), failed to override distal elimination of lgl − clones ( Fig. 2A, iii) . It is, however, likely that the consequences of loss of Ft in distal and proximal domains of the wing disc were not similar, presumably because of its cross-talks with locally active morphogen signalings (32, 33) . To overcome this limitation of dissimilar outcomes of loss of Ft in these two developmental domains, we overexpressed Yki in lgl − clones under the ubiquitously active promoter of the tubulin gene. Indeed, unlike lgl − ft − clones ( Fig. 2A iii) , Yki overexpressing lgl − clones (lgl − UAS-yki) displayed massive overgrowth over the entire wing imaginal disc because of fusion of these fast-growing clones that obscured precise resolution of their proximal-distal origins (Fig. S2B) . We thus reduced the duration of heat shock from 30 min to 4 min so as to induce only few dispersed clones to help resolve their proximal-distal spatial distribution. These discrete lgl − UAS-yki clones, induced by a shorter heat pulse, were seen in both distal and proximal domains (Fig. 3 B and C) . A closer examination revealed early signs of neoplasia in only some of these distal lgl − UAS-yki clones on the day 3 of clonal growth (Fig. 3B ) although by this time many of their proximal counterparts were neoplastically transformed (Fig. 3B) . Distal lgl − UAS-yki clones thus show a delayed onset of neoplasia. By day 4 of clone induction, however, the majority of the lgl − UAS-yki clones in both proximal and distal wing primordia were neoplastically transformed (Fig. 3C) , while those that did not transform continued to display characteristics of nontransformed epithelial cells, namely, densely packed cells and compact nuclear morphology, as revealed by the nuclear GFP marker, besides their intact actin cytoarchitecture (arrow in Fig. 3C ).
In summary, distal lgl − clones display neoplastic transformation (Fig. 3D ) when their elimination is arrested by simultaneously compromising cell competition and cell death or when provided with a substantial advantage in cell proliferation or cell competition by gain of a cooperating partner, like Yki.
Loss of Wing Cell Fate During Neoplasia of Distal lgl
− Clones. Proximal-distal disparity in neoplastic propensity could be linked to their respective lineage commitments. We thus asked if distally transforming lgl − clones retain their cellular memory by examining several exemplars of wing cell fate specification: namely, Vg (4), Distalless (Dll) (34) , and Nubbin (Nub) (35) . We considered lgl − UAS-yki clones ideal to examine this question because distally these are not eliminated (Fig. 3) and gain of Yki alone does not alter distal expression of these markers (Fig. 4 A-C) . We noticed that down-regulation of Vg expression in lgl − UAS-yki clones sets in before the onset of neoplastic transformation (actin): that is, on the day 3 of clone induction (Fig.  4D) . Furthermore, Vg is extinguished by the day 4 of clone induction (Fig. S2C) , coinciding with neoplastic transformation of lgl − UAS-yki clones. Likewise, expressions of Dll (Fig. 4E) and Nub (Fig. 4F) were extinguished in distally transformed lgl − UAS-yki clones (day 4) as well. We also noticed loss of distal cellfate marker, Dll, in mutant clones of another tumor suppressor, Scribble (Scrib) (21) (Fig. S2D) ; loss of cell fate could thus be prevalent during distal neoplasia.
The Yki transcription cofactor, in collaboration with one of its binding partner, Scalloped (Sd), a TEA-domain transcription factor, positively regulates vg transcription (36) . Furthermore, feedforward recruitment of Vg expression during expansion of the presumptive wing blade region because of Wg signaling too is Ykimediated (8) . Thus, loss of a terminal cell fate commitment in distal lgl − UAS-yki clones (Fig. 4D ) is unlikely to be because of gain of a cooperative partner, like Yki; instead, it is likely to be a latent characteristic of transforming lgl − clone. To test this possibility, we examined expression of Vg in lgl
H99/+ genetic context where these display distal survival and neoplasia (Fig. 3A) without the advantage of a forced gain of a cooperating partner, like Yki ( Fig. 3 B and C) . Early stage lgl − M + clones (day 5 after clone induction, larval growth being slow in this genetic context) did not display a loss of Vg and were characterized by wiggly clonal borders (Fig. 4G) , thereby revealing their normal cell-cell adhesion with the surrounding (also Vg-expressing) cells. Older lgl − M + clones (day 7 after clone induction) (Fig. 4H) were of two types: (i) those that displayed early signs of down-regulation of Vg and showed smooth clone borders (yellow box, Fig. 4H ), suggesting their cell fate changes (37); and (ii) those that were neoplastically transformed (blue box, Fig. 4H ) and displayed complete loss of Vg, besides smooth clone borders. Loss of distal cell fate in lgl − clones therefore is a latent characteristic that manifests under conditions permissive for their survival.
Imposition of Wing Cell Fate in lgl
− Clones Arrests Neoplasia and Induces Cell Death. In the wing primordium (Fig. 5A) , Vg is regulated by inputs from two axial signaling cascades: N-Wg signaling inputs from the Dorsal-Ventral (D/V) axis and decapentaplegic (Dpp) signaling inputs from the Anterior-Posterior (A/P) axis. N signaling activates a D/V boundary enhancer of vg (4), which is then maintained by Wg. Expression of Cut (Ct) (Fig. 5A) , a neuronal cell fate marker on the D/V boundary (38) , is also triggered by N signaling and is maintained by its cross-talks with Wg signaling (39) . Furthermore, a combined N (4, 40) and Wg (35, 39) signaling and activities of Yki (8) positively regulate Vg expression in the wing pouch domain through its quadrant enhancer (Q-vg).
Finally, secreted Dpp signaling from the A/P axis too positively regulates the Q-vg enhancer (4). Loss of Vg in neoplastic lgl − clones (Fig. 4D ) could thus be fallouts of down-regulation of these two A/P and D/V signaling inputs. To test these possibilities, we first examined expression of nuclear targets of these two axial signaling systems in distally transformed lgl − UAS-yki clones. Spalt is a short-range Dpp signaling target and its expression is compromised when Dpp signaling is down-regulated along the A/P axis (41) (Fig.  S2F) . Thus, apparently, Dpp signaling is not compromised in neoplastic lgl − clones. In contrast, the N-Wg signaling target, Ct, is down-regulated in lgl − UAS-yki clones ahead of their neoplastic transformation (boxed area, Fig. 5B ) and is extinguished when these are neoplastically transformed (star, Fig. 5B ). These results therefore suggest a down-regulation or perturbation in N-Wg signaling in distally transforming lgl − UAS-yki clones. We thus sought to test if a gain of N or Wg signaling would restore expression of Vg in distal lgl − clones. Gain of N, by expressing its activated receptor (N intra ) (4), in distal wing hindered clonal growth (Fig. S2G) . This finding was not surprising because a high threshed of N signaling in developing wing disc at the D/V boundary corresponds to a zone of nonproliferating cells (4, 42) . N activation in distal lgl − clones (lgl − UAS-N intra ) resulted in their elimination as well; however, proximally these were transformed (Fig. S2H ) and could ectopically turn on its targets, like Dll (Fig.  S2I) . Clones displaying gain of Wg signaling (UAS-dsh) grew well in both proximal and distal domains (Fig. 5C) . Furthermore, distally these inevitably displayed up-regulation of Vg (blue arrowheads, Fig. 5C ) but, in contrast, proximally only about 10% of these clones showed ectopic gain of Vg (yellow arrowhead, ) and cell death (H99/+) compromised context. Boxed area in a mosaic distal wing imaginal disc, dissected day 5 after clone induction highlights wiggly clonal borders (G); Vg (red) expression in these clones, however, is not affected (shown at higher magnification). At a later stage of their growth, such clones display both neoplastically transformed (blue star) and nontransformed (yellow arrows) territories (H). Yellow boxed area is shown at a higher magnification at far right column to reveal clonal territory (yellow dotted lines), which are not transformed yet (actin, gray) but show down-regulation of Vg (arrowhead) and smooth clone border. Blue boxed area shown at a higher magnification (shown at the far right panel) display neoplasia (Actin, gray), loss of Vg (blue star), and smooth clone border (dotted blue line). Scores of distal (d) clones are also shown. (Scale bars, 100 μm.) the day 4 of clone induction (Figs. 2B, iii and 5D ) following an initial and transient period of their survival when these showed gain of Vg (Fig. S2 J and K) . In contrast, proximal lgl − UAS-dsh clones were extensively transformed (Fig. 2B, iii) ; however, none of these displayed gain of Vg (Fig. 5D) , unlike their control UAS-dsh counterparts (Fig. 5C ). It is therefore likely that proximal lgl − UAS-dsh clones displaying gain of Vg are preferentially eliminated (indeed, on day 2 after clone induction, proximal lgl − UAS-dsh clones displayed activation of Vg; see Fig. S2K ). Cell survival and neoplasia in distal lgl − clones could thus be linked to loss of Vg. Conversely, signaling pathways which trigger expression of Vg may block neoplasia. To directly test this possibility we examined the consequences of an outright gain of Vg in lgl − clones. Control Vg-expressing clones (UASvg) grew well in both distal and proximal domains (Fig. 5E ). In contrast, distal lgl − UAS-vg clones showed rapid elimination; thus, these were rarely recovered (6 of 24 mosaic discs) after day 4 of clone induction and appeared as small clusters of GFP-expressing cells displaying cell death and basal extrusion (Fig. 5F ). Proximal survival of lgl − UAS-vg clones (Fig. 5G) , on the other hand, appeared marginally better than their distal counterparts (Fig. 5F ). However, these too displayed cell death (Fig. S2L ) and basal extrusion (Fig. 5G ). Of note, in none of these lgl − UAS-vg clones (n = 20) examined in 14 mosaic discs were neoplastically transformed (Fig. 5G) .
We further examined the consequences of gain of Yki in lgl − UAS-vg clones. However, despite gain of Yki, distal lgl − UAS-vg UAS-yki clones were poorly recovered (10 of 20 discs) and showed extensive cell death (Fig. 5H) . Proximally, lgl − UAS-vg UAS-yki clones displayed a somewhat improved survival than their distal counterparts (Fig. 5H) . However, these too displayed high caspase activity (Fig. 5H ) that appeared to offset their growth advantage because of gain of Yki. Most significantly, none (n = 30) of the proximal lgl − UAS-vg UAS-yki clones, of the 17 mosaic discs examined, were transformed till the day 4 of clone induction (Fig. 5H ) and displayed dense cell packing and compact nuclear morphology, unlike their lgl − UAS-yki counterparts, which were inevitably transformed at this clonal age (see Figs. 3 and 4) .
In summary, distal gain of Wg signaling or Vg transcription factor in lgl − clones produced identical outcome: both induced cell death (Fig. 5 I and J) . Proximally, however, these displayed two distinct outcomes: only those lgl − UAS-dsh clones were transformed neoplastically, which did not gain Vg, while their lgl − UAS-vg counterparts failed to transform neoplastically and displayed cell death (Fig. 5 I and J) . Imposition of wing cell fate (gain of Vg, for example) in lgl − clones therefore blocks their neoplastic transformation, induction of cell death apart. Roles of field selectors in cell fate determination (43) can be likened to binary switches: an ON state of Vg, for example, either because of its ectopic activation (4) or developmental regulation (44) , imposes a wing cell fate by repressing or overriding a nonwing cell state. Loss of Vg (OFF state) in distally transforming lgl − clones would thus entail their reversal to a nonwing cell state. In order to test if distal lgl − clones assume a proximal-like cell state during clonal growth, expression of Hth, which is required for maintenance of proximal cell fate (6, 7), was examined. On the day 3 of clone induction-that is, prior to neoplastic transformation (Fig. 3A) -distal lgl − UAS-yki clones did not display a gain of Hth (Fig. 6A) . On the day 4, only half of the distal lgl − UAS-yki clones displayed low-to-moderate gain in Hth expression (Fig. 6B) , which was more pronounced in clones closer to the hinge region. Older (day 5) and distally neoplastic lgl − UAS-yki clones (see Fig. 3D ) displayed uniform gain of Hth (blue star, Fig. 6C ), matching their proximally transformed counterparts (yellow star, Fig. 6C ).
It is thus likely that distally transformed lgl − clones, upon loss of Vg, acquire an Hth-dependent proximal-like cell state. In other words, Hth might cooperate for distal neoplasia of lgl − UAS-yki clones. We thus examined the consequences of misregulation of Hth in lgl − clones. lgl − clones expressing Hth (lgl − UAS-hth), however, are mostly eliminated from distal wing, although proximally these were neoplastically transformed (Fig. S3B) . Hth therefore does not cooperate for distal neoplasia; this appears consistent with the observation that distal gain of Hth does not repress Vg (Fig. S3A) (7) . Expectedly, down-regulation of Hth expression in lgl − clones (lgl − UAS-yki UAS-hth-RNAi clones) did not affect distal neoplasia (blue star, Fig. 6D ). However, surprisingly, these clones displayed proximal transformation, despite loss of Hth (yellow star, Fig. 6D ). These results reveal that distal gain of Hth in lgl − clones (Fig. 6 B and C) , or its persistent expression in proximal lgl − clones (Fig. 6C) , are functionally redundant for neoplasia in the wing primordium. By extension, both distally and proximally transformed lgl − clones switch to cell states, which are Hth-independent.
Ras/EGFR Signaling Represses Vg and Induces Distal Neoplasia. Given the obligatory requirement of loss of Vg for lgl neoplasia (Figs. 4  and 5) , it is likely that signaling pathways that negatively regulate Vg too could cooperate for distal neoplasia of lgl − clones. The Ras/ EGFR signaling pathway, which regulates the choice of proximal cell fate in the developing wing primordium, might belong to this category of cooperative signaling partners for neoplasia in lgl − clones (5, 10); gain of EGFR signaling, for example, down-regulates Vg (Fig. S3G) . However, because a gain of EGFR signaling in lgl − UAS-EGFR λtop clones did not induce distal neoplasia (Fig. 2D,  iii) , we sought to examine the consequences of gain of an activated Ras kinase (Ras V12 ), which phenocopy homeotic functions of Ras/ EGFR signaling in the wing primordium (5, 10). We thus examined the consequences of distal gain of Ras V12 in discrete lgl − UASras V12 clones induced by a short pulse of heat shock (4 min) (Fig.  6E) . These clones displayed repression of Vg (Fig. 6E) , like their UAS-ras V12 counterparts (5). Furthermore, these clones were neoplastically transformed at a pace (day 3 of clone induction) matching that of their proximal counterparts (Fig. 6F) . Control Ras V12 -expressing clones (UAS-ras v12 ) on the other hand tend to sort out from their neighbors (Fig. S3 C-E) , presumably as a consequence of a switch in their cell fate (37), but otherwise remained monolayered (45) and displayed intact cytoarchitecture (Fig. S3C) . Thus, oncogenic cooperation of Ras V12 for distal neoplasia as seen here, and also those reported earlier (31) , is likely to be aided by its ability to induce Ras/EGFR-mediated reversal of cell fate commitments (5) (summarized in Fig. 6G) . Consistent with such a role of Ras/EGFR signaling for distal neoplasia, we further noticed that lgl − UAS-EGFR λtop clones too displayed distal neoplasia at an elevated growth temperature (29°C) (Fig. S3H) ; a stronger Gal4 activity at 29°C, may therefore elevate the level of EGFR λtop , which is presumably required to for its distal cooperation during neoplasia of lgl − clones. In contrast, lgl − UAS-tkv QD or lgl − UAS-dsh clones did not induce distal neoplasia at an elevated (29°C) growth temperature (Fig. S3 I and J) , consistent with the fact that gain of TGF-β or Wg signaling in distal wing would reinforce Vg cell fate, which is incompatible with a neoplastic cell state (Fig. 5) .
It may be further noted that although Ras V12 -expressing clones display distal gain of Hth (Fig. S3D) , presumably because of a loss of Vg, proximally it repressed Hth in the hinge domain (Fig. S3E) . Furthermore, massively overgrown lgl − UAS-ras V12 clones spanning both distal and proximal domains display down-regulation of Hth (Fig. S3F) . Thus, Ras V12 -mediated lgl − neoplasia in the wing primordium too, like those mediated by Yki (Fig. 6D) , is Hthindependent.
Neoplastic Cell State in the Eye Primordium Is Hth-Dependent. Cell fate switch seen during neoplasia in the wing primordium could be a general feature of tumor progression in Drosophila epithelia. We examined this possibility in the eye imaginal disc where progenitors of the adult ommatidia (eye) and their derivatives are seen in discrete spatial domains. These include a domain of Hth-expressing eye progenitor cells, succeeded by a population of preproneural cells that are committed to retinal cell fate and marked by expression of transcription factors, like Dachshund (Dac) and Eyes absent (Eya), which is then followed by differentiated retinal cells marked by Elav (Fig. 7 A and B) (12) .
Previously, it has been reported that lgl − retinal clones neither extinguish Elav nor transform neoplastically (18) . Thus, we sought to examine the consequences of loss of scrib (21) . In the eye disc, unlike their lgl − counterparts, scrib − clones displayed loss of Elav (red, Fig. 7C ), and were neoplastically transformed (actin) (Fig.  7C) (16, 25, 46 Fig. 7D ), which turned ubiquitous as the clonal territory expanded in the eye primordium (day 5; Fig. 7E ). Previously, it has been shown that Hth expression arrests retinal cell differentiation by blocking Elav expression (47) , as is evident in UAS-hth clones (Fig. 7F) . Reversal in retinal cell differentiation and neoplasia in scrib − clones could thus be linked to their gain of Hth. If true, loss of Hth in scrib − eye clones would restore Elav expression. Indeed, scrib − UAS-hth-RNAi eye clones displayed expression of Elav (red, Fig. 7G ) and restoration of their characteristic retinal cell architecture (actin, Fig. 7G ). Given these findings in the scrib − clones (Fig. 7 D and E) , we further argued that a persistent state of retinal differentiation in lgl − clones in the eye primordium (Elav, Fig. 6H ) (18, 47) could be linked to their inability to recruit Hth activity (Fig. 6I) , unlike their scrib − counterparts ( Fig. 7 D and E) . Conversely, gain of Hth should then render the retinal lgl − clones neoplastic. Indeed, gain of Hth in lgl − clones in the eye primordium (lgl − UAS-hth clones) resulted in their neoplastic transformation (Fig. 7J) , reminiscent of their scrib − counterparts (Fig. 7C ). Taken together, these results reveal that neoplasia in an oncogenically targeted eye primordium sets in upon a cooperative gain of Hth that blocks or reverses their retinal cell differentiation, thereby switching to an Hth-dependent primitive/progenitor-like cell state. By examining the consequences of loss of tumor suppressor genes in wing and eye primordia of Drosophila, we have herein asked if ontogeny of a mutated cell could foretell its neoplastic propensities. Although these two organ primordia display disparate developmental origins and their cell fates are specified by distinct sets of transcription factors, our results reveal a common paradigm of neoplasia: namely, their obligatory reversal to progenitor-like or primitive cell states, characterized by two hallmarks: first, reversal of their terminal cell fate commitments (loss of Vg and Elav in wing and eye, respectively), and second, gain/activation of transcription factors that are linked to primitive or progenitor-like developmental ground states (Fig. 8) . Progression of an oncogenically targeted cell to a cancerous state therefore depends on its ability to recruit cellular partners, which promotes switch to a developmentally primitive cell state: for instance, by a gain of Ras/EGFR signaling in the distal wing or by a gain of a transcription factor, like Hth, in the eye primordium. Carcinogenesis is also proposed to be an outcome of essentially two broad classes of cooperating events: first, oncogenic lesions that provide proliferative drive in mutated cells and, second, obligatory cellular cooperative events, such as genetic lesions or epigenetic changes in cooperating partners that ensure survival of the oncogenically targeted cells. Combination of these two cellular events culminate in escape of oncogenically targeted cells from cell death and, eventually, neoplasia (49, 50) . We note that neoplasia of lgl − clones does not set in unless conditions permissive for their escape from cell death are available. Furthermore, loss of a terminal cell fate commitment (loss of Vg) is an essential requirement for escape from cell death as well, and thereby, neoplasia. Gain of Vg induces cell death in lgl − clones, both in the endogenous domain of its expression in distal wing (Fig. 5F ) and outside: that is, proximal wing (Fig. 5G) . These findings underscore primacy of cell fate reversal among the obligatory cellular events that cooperate for survival of the neoplastic cells. Loss of terminal cell fate and reversal to a primitive cell state are thus two intertwined cellular events that dictate cell survival and transformation of oncogenically targeted cells. . 2) . Conversely, cells-of-mutation in breast epithelial cells tend to de-differentiate into a stem cell state before turning into cellsof-origin in breast cancer (51) . Furthermore, in breast carcinoma, luminal cells with BRCA-1 mutation undergo basal-like cell fate switch before their neoplastic transformation (52) . These and other examples notwithstanding, it is not yet clearly established if cells of origin in cancer are inevitably progenitor cell-like in nature or if lineage-committed or differentiated (nonprogenitor) cells too could turn into cancer cells-of-origin through reversals in their cell states. While our observations supports the latter alternative, namely switch in cell fates during tumor progression (Fig. 8) , we also note that strategies for reversal in cell fate commitments are distinct in different developmental contexts. In the distal wing, for example, cellular reprogramming, exemplified by loss of Vg (Fig. 4 , also see ref. 53) , is a latent characteristic of lgl − clones that appears to be hastened by down-regulation of N-Wg signaling, or possibly by a concomitant gain of Ras/EGFR signaling. In the eye primordium, switch-to-a-primitive-cell-state is triggered by recruitment of Hth (Fig. 7) , a regulator of progenitor cell state in the eye primordium (12, 47) . Furthermore, our results reveal developmental contextdependent tumor cooperative roles of different signaling pathways (Figs. 2, 5, and 6) based on their ability to regulate local cell fates. For example, N, Wg, or Dpp (TGF-β) signalings, which promote a wing cell fate commitment (positive regulators of Vg), do not cooperate for neoplasia of lgl − clone in the distal wing (Figs. 2 and 5 ). Signaling pathways that promote neoplasia in one developmental context can thus suppress tumor progression in another.
Core Gene-Set for Primitive and Neoplastic Cell States. An intractable link between primitive and neoplastic cell states seen here is a pointer towards recruitment of a core gene-set in both these cell states. The transcription cofactor of the Hippo pathway, Yki, (reviewed in ref. 9) , its target dMyc (54) , and its partner Hth (12) , are thus likely to be crucial members of this core gene-set. It has been previously shown that Yki is activated upon loss of Lgl (46, 55) or Scrib (16, 31) while its target dMyc is a driver of neoplasia in lgl − (17) and scrib − (16) mutant cells. Further, mammalian homolog of Yki, namely, transcriptional co-activator with PDZ-binding motif (TAZ), induces stem cell-like characteristic in breast epithelial cells transformed by loss of the Scrib (56) . In Drosophila too, Yki is likely to be implicated in maintenance of stem cell-like characteristic: it is recruited in regenerating epithelial cells (55) and also plays a role in the maintenance of intestinal cell homeostasis (57) . Furthermore, a Myc network has been shown to be an active component of both human embryonic stem cells and cancer cells (58) . Hth, on the other hand, in collaboration with Yki, plays a critical role in the maintenance of retinal progenitor cells (12) which is likely to to be evolutionarily conserved (59) . Further, recruitment of Hth during retinal cell neoplasia in Drosophila (Fig. 7) implicates this core gene-set in their switch to a progenitor-like cell state (Fig. 6) . During normal course of development, Yki recruits different transcription factors, such as Hth (12) , Sd (36) , and Mad, the transcription factor of Dpp/TGF-β signaling pathway, in a developmental context-dependent manner (60) . We note that neoplasia in the wing primordium is Hth-independent (Fig. 6) , unlike that of the eye primordium (Fig. 7) . In the wing primordium therefore Yki presumably partners with transcription factor(s) other than Hth to induce neoplasia. Rich genetics of the fly model could thus be explored to screen for these diverse sets of transcription factors with spatially distinct cooperative or tumorsuppressive roles in carcinogenesis.
Experimental Procedures
Genetic stocks of Drosophila were received from Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center, while antibodies were procured from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank or received as gifts from other investigators. Detailed material and methods are provided in SI Experimental Procedures. 
